Tuomela in compelling mood
Tuomela’s Symphony no. 3 is a compelling work…
It proceeded like a musical fantasy, undulating
smoothly from one association to another. It was all
held robustly together by the flowing movement
characteristic of Tuomela’s orchestral writing, the
pulsating rhythm merging with dreaminess and the
late-Romantic wisps of melody.
Etelä-Suomen Sanomat 7.12.
Tapio Tuomela: Symphony No. 3 ‘Crossroads’

A dazzlingly brilliant concert

Martinsson the wizard

Virtuosity and flexibility shone through the first three
movements, but it was in the fourth – an outrageous
evocation of a Jewish wedding – that the audience
experienced in full his taste for the theatrical. With
legs which seemed as elasticated as Mr. Bean’s,
Kriikku achieved the seemingly impossible feat of
simultaneously dancing, shouting, shuffling around
the stage and playing breathtakingly virtuoso passagework on the clarinet. This may have been an
eccentric concert, but it was a dazzlingly brilliant one.
Straits Times 22.1.
Kimmo Hakola: Clarinet Concerto

Martinsson is something of a wizard when it
comes to sophisticated orchestral sound. In
”Shimmering Islands” the sea is so shimmering
and placid. Dynamics and rhythm remain unpredictable; sometimes dramatic vulcanic forces
rumble and contrast in the middle of the airy
scene. The audience has to listen closely in order
to perceive the nuances.
Sydsvenskan 16.2.
Rolf Martinsson: Shimmering Islands

Swedish premiere: Malmö SO/Eun Sun Kim, 15.2.2018
Malmö, Sweden

Singapore SO/Lim Yau, sol. Kari Kriikku 20.1.2018 Singapore

World premiere: Lahti SO/Dima Slobodeniouk, 6.12.2017 Lahti, Finland

Powerful Wennäkoski work

Pioneering and unprecedented
orgy of timbre

Wennäkoski both continues the Finnish male choir
tradition and modernises it in a way that is fresh
and invigorating… There is shamanism and verbal
magic…The third movement, to words in Sámi, and
the fifth and last movement based on a folk poem
are wild and incantation-like. Thanks to the large
band of singers, the sound grew and expanded into
an intoxicating, murmurous mountain of sound.
Helsingin Sanomat 7.12.
Lotta Wennäkoski: Uniin asti (Until the Dreams)
for male choir and orchestra

The return of light is an orgy of timbre. Whittall
demonstrates all the magic that can be achieved
with the symbiosis of orchestra and choir. The fine
dissonances tinkle, the webs fade into one another…
Not all need to compose like Matthew Whittall, but
luckily composers like Whittall exist. Through him,
Finland’s composition culture has acquired some
utterly new dimensions.
Keski-Pohjanmaa 7.12.
Matthew Whittall: Northlands, ad puram annihilationem meam, The return of light

World premiere: Finnish RSO, Polytech Choir/Hannu Lintu,
6.12.2017 Helsinki, Finland

Transcendental show-stopper
The cycle inhabits a sonic landscape somewhere
between the Four Last Songs and Camelot, with
lush Broadway dissonances, undulating
orchestrations and soaring melodies… The final
song in the cycle, Mondnacht (Moon Night) is
a transcendental show-stopper, swelling and
receding with mysterious energy and glorious
shimmering orchestrations, around which Larsson’s mellifluous soprano wove magically. Ich
denke Dein… is a stunning
example of twenty-first
century lieder, and
Larsson an equally
spectacular interpreter.
Limelight 27.11.

CD: Finnish RSO, Tapiola Sinfonietta, Helsinki Chamber Choir/Nils
Schweckendiek, sol. Tommi Hyytinen, horn (Alba ABCD 416)

My Brother’s Keeper is a great work that has
been ten years in the making. The long and
careful preparation is evident in the result,
which is functional, polished and moving…
An imposing opera with no heroes… The singers have a chance to shine in aria-like scenes.
Helsingin Sanomat 18.2.
The music of Olli Kortekangas has a great,
unbridled Late-Romantic glow that is not far
removed from the sound world of Gustav
Mahler, the mighty flow of Giuseppe Verdi or the sharp Neoromantic triads of Einojuhani Rautavaara. Another
aspect of his music is the chamber opera-like sensitivity that makes the encounters so intimate and beautiful.
Aamulehti 17.2.
The music of Olli Kortekangas is extremely skilfully written... The great feelings of the little person are his driving force. There is also an echo of music of that time rewardingly written to allow free association.
Hufvudstadsbladet 17.2.
Olli Kortekangas: Veljeni vartija (My Brother’s Keeper)

World premiere: Tampere PO, Tampere Opera Choir /Santtu-Matias Rouvali, sol. Tuuli Takala, Ville Rusanen, Tuomas Katajala, Juha Kotilainen,
Päivi Nisula, Erika Back, Virpi Räisänen, libretto and direction: Tuomas Parkkinen, 16.2.2018 Tampere, Finland
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A consummate artwork

Jacob Kellermann

Benjamin Staern: Air–Spiral–Light

Norrbotten NEO/Christian Karlsen, sol. Jacob Kellermann, guitar,
4.2.2018 Stockholm, Sweden

The music has both
breadth and depth
and excites the
imagination. It is
anything but a pastiche: original and fascinating… Puumala makes full
use of the potential of a large ensemble with a whole
battery of percussion and lots of brass. Recurring
elements are a slowly swelling orchestral texture,
a fiercely pulsating passage and material with an
archaic or folksy stamp – a feature not unfamiliar in
Puumala.
Hufvudstadsbladet 24.11.
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Swedish composer Benjamin
Staern´s broadly constructed
”Air-Spiral-Light” was successfully premiered in the summer
of 2016. Then by able musicians
assembled for the festival, now
genuinely lived-through by the
group in the NEO. Then exciting
music-making, now a consummate artwork with a far greater
range of expression. With the
excellent guitarist Jacob Kellermann still in the centre.
Dagens Nyheter 5.2.

Puumala
delves deep

Veli-Matti Puumala: Root

World premiere: Helsinki PO/Susanna Mälkki, 22.11.2017 Helsinki,
Finland

Rolf Martinsson:
Ich denke Dein…
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An imposing, moving opera

Lisa Larsson

Australian premiere:
Melbourne SO/Stanislav
Kochanovsky, sol. Lisa
Larsson, soprano,
23.11.2017 Melbourne,
Australia

Frida y Diego a hit in Moscow
The Russian production of Aho’s opera was a success
in Moscow…Aho has undergone renewal as an opera
composer, for he saturated himself with Mexican folk
music before starting to compose. He also incorporated
some direct and swinging quotes from La Bamba and
other hits, and the theremin timbres add effects to
the dream scenes…The production by the Moscow
Chamber Opera is a gratifying rarity, because Finnish
opera has usually been performed in Russia only during visits by the Finnish National Opera.
Helsingin Sanomat 15.12.
Kalevi Aho: Frida y Diego

Russian premiere: Pokrovsky State Opera, cond. Dmitri Krjukov, sol. Viktorija
Preobrazenskaja, Jekaterina Bolsakova, Aleksandr Polkovnikov etc.
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REVIEWS

Daniel Harding and the Swedish Radio SO

Harding interprets Pettersson

Casting spells on the listener

Exquisite Sandström

When Nieminen composes for his own instrument,
the guitar, he casts a spell on the listener… Marco
Ramelli has got to play the Stonehenge-evoking,
ritual Shades and makes a really big impression picking
out the innumerable rhythmic and timbral nuances
yet in a way that is natural… Nieminen’s guitar music
is a reminder that grey is not the only colour, and
that colours look even brighter in the twilight.
Yle.fi 1.12.
Kai Nieminen: Guitar works

In Sven-David Sandström´s mighty
“Te Deum” the choir and the organ
engage in an intense and fateful
exchange of retorts. The choir is
driven to an extreme and has to
exert itself to the utmost. But the
result is singularly beautiful when the voices reach to
high heaven in joyfully triumphant crescendos.
Hufvudstadsbladet 17.1.
Sven-David Sandström: Te Deum

CD: Marta Dolzadelli, Marko Rutanen, Marco Ramelli, Patrik
Kleemola, guitar (Pilfink, JJVCD-186 ’Rites & Shades’)

The music starts out agitated and seething, as in the
late Shostakovich . . . with small motifs shooting up
and a recurrent brass chord in the orchestral texture.
Daniel Harding´s interpretation extends over more
than 48 minutes – unusually lengthy for this work
– and emphasizes the extremes. But it does not
lose the charge that is stippled by both percussion
detonations and sudden luminosity. Very Mahlerlike, one could say…
Dagens Nyheter 4.12.
Allan Pettersson: Symphony No. 7

CD: Erik Westberg Vocal Ensemble/Erik Westberg, Helena Holmlund,
organ (Studio Acusticum SA15 “Chorus Gloriosus“)
Among the Bach-inspired sacred
works of the 2000s, his ”St. John
Passion” is in a class by itself. It
is deeply personal and broadly
universal, with a choice of poetry
as exquisite as his beautiful
tone language. Moreover, it is
captured in a wonderful recording.
Dagens Nyheter 13.12.
Sven-David Sandström: The Passion of St. John

CD: Mogens Dahl Chamber Choir/Mogens Dahl, Brooklyn Rider, sol.
Daniel Karlsson, Lars Möller, Jens Björn Larsen (EXLCD 30186)

Swedish Radio SO/Daniel Harding, 1.12.2017 Stockholm, Sweden

REPER TOIRE TIPS Music for children
KIMMO HAKOLA

Mara and Katti (2011)
Dur: 55’

Libretto: Johanna Jokipaltio
(in Finnish)
Children’s opera for 4 soloists,
descant choir and ensemble:
cl, hp, pf, acc, vla
The opera is packed with action
and provides plenty of food for
the imagination. The story is about Mara, who meets a singing cat
called Katti. During their journey, they encounter the rat king, languish in prison and escape on a scooter. Hakola’s virtuoso fairytale
music creates a musical adventure all of its own. Entertainment,
humour and intelligent sophistication go hand in hand while the
music switches from one genre to another, from children’s song,
minimalism and Baroque to archaic style or Balkan music.

FREDRIK HÖGBERG

Higgins & Mr. Wrengengengengeng (1993) Dur: 50’

Text in Swedish and English
A musical fairy tale/ballet for
narrator, dancers and orchestra:
2222-2220-13-0-pf-str
An exuberant musical fairy tale and
dance performance. The narrative grew
out of the collaboration of a hundred
preschool children. It is about the little
princess whose unicorn is abducted by
the evil wizard Mr. Wrengengengengeng.
She gets help from the good-natured
Higgins, who lives alone in the forest
with his flowers. We also meet the pirate
“Piano”, a pair of dancing cactuses, evil
trolls, et al. The music is stirring, imaginative, humorous and entertaining. It is
rhythmical and full of dance, Spanish rhythms, waltzes, jazz, folk
music and rumbling troll drums.

PEKKA JALKANEN

The Trip to Panama
(Oh, wie schön ist Panama)
(1989) Dur: 28’

Text: Janosch (in Finnish,
Swedish, English or German)
A musical fable for narrator,
treble recorder, harpsichord
and ensemble: fl/afl/2perc/
str(44321)
This is a delightful, throughcomposed musical fable
based on a charming story of
friendship and adventure by Janosch. A bear and a tiger are taking
a trip to the Panama of dreams. In the course of their exciting adventure, they meet live beasts of the forest and learn new things.
According to Jalkanen, the work takes the form of a set of variations in
which the musical texture moulds itself around the events of the plot.

ERLAND VON KOCH

Pelle Svanslös/Pelle Schwanzlos/Peter Tailless, the Cat
(1948/88) Dur: 60’

Libretto: Gösta Knutsson (in
Swedish and German)
16 soloists and orchestra:
1111-1110-01-pf/cel(kbd)
A colourful children’s opera based on the popular
children’s books by Gösta
Knutsson about the adventures of a cat without a tail. You meet his friends but also cats that
constantly tease him for being tailless. The opera consists of 33 short
musical numbers, divided into seven scenes, in which the composer
captures the characters of the various cats in the story by giving them
an easily recognisable theme. The opera’s frisky, rhythmic and lighthearted music matches to perfection the good humour and high
spirits of the text.

ILKKA KUUSISTO

Muumiooppera/Die Muminoper/The Moomin Opera
(1974) Dur: 65’

Libretto: Esko Elstelä after Tove Jansson (in Finnish or German)
7 soloists, 2 other roles, dancers and orchestra: 1111-2111-02-hp-str
A jolly opera based on the children’s book Moominsummer Madness by Tove Jansson, in which a nearby volcano causes a massive wave to flood
Moominvalley. The
Moomins and their
friends take refuge
in the opera house
as it floats by and
begin studying this
vocal art. Kuusisto’s
music gleefully borrows from many
genres and introduces its young audiences not only to traditional
opera but also to oratorio, operetta and even dance music.

BENJAMIN STAERN

Snödrottningen/The Snow Queen (2016) Dur: 70’

Libretto: Anelia Kadieva Jonsson after H.C. Andersen (in Swedish)
11 soloists, children’s chorus and orchestra: 2222-2220-02-hp-pf/
sampler-str
The Snow Queen is based on H.C. Andersen´s well-known fairy
tale about Gerda, who ventures out to save her friend Kai after he
has been abducted by the Snow Queen.
The evil and the goodness are easily recognizable in the music, depicted with
sharp dissonances and noise, or in major/minor harmonies. The music is congenial with the tale, it is full of flashes
of wit and swarming with musical references. It is an opera replete with excitement, humour and a heart-warming
message, friendship´s victory over evil.

